
 

Douglas Victor Thorpe 
• rich London industrialist  
• Vlad occupies his body, which is destroyed when Vlad goes from Thorpe into Wilkes 
• police is investigating Thorpe’s “murder”  
• on the night he died, Thorpe dined in the Leo’s Nelson Club with Wilkes 
• was in contact with Canaris, who asked him to offer operation Valkyrie to the USA 

 

Nikolai Moldovan 
• Romanian who came to England with his family, but abandoned them; working for Thorpe 
• his mother told to the police: “My son sold his soul to a vampire (strigoi).” 
• after Thorpe, serves Wilkes, who kills him, since Nikolai didn’t leave the country as instructed 

 

Peter Wilkes 
• member of the London Controlling Section – The hub of Allied intelligence 
• Sir John’s boss, tries to find out how far goes the investigation of Thorpe’s death  
• Vlad enters Wilkes when he leaves Thorpe; took over operations with Canaris lead by Thorpe 
• ordered Sykes to assassinate Heyzig because he represents threat to the Allied intelligence’s 

agent Trinity 
• his second mission is to find Radu; sees a report with photo of Ana’s neck where she has a 

special mark, that indicates who she really is  
• works with ambassador Joseph P. Keynes 
• when Wilkes tries to arrest him, has a seizure and is in coma in a hospital  

 

Joseph P. Keynes 
• American ambassador in London;  
• strong anti-communist, suspected of wrongful association with the Nazis 
• Pilgrim’s conclusion is that Keynes and Wilkes are accomplices in Thorpe’s murder, because 

their inherited Thorpe’s fortune 
• was in contact with admiral Canaris and used Thorpe’s money to bribe the USA Congress so 

they would support the view that communism is the real threat, not Hitler 

 

Sir John Hastings  
• assigns Thorpe 

homicide case to 
Pilgrim 

Leo Hamilton 
• owner of The Nelson Club in London for rich 

and influential  
• part of an organized crime network, bribes 

representatives of the law 
• owns some favors to Pilgrim  

 

Stanley Pilgrim 
• British investigator who is assigned Thorpe homicide case 
• his team includes: Lester Collins, Marjorie Watts, Trask and Brody 
• his wife Margaret died on the day he had an affair with his secretary Marjorie 
• informs sir John that Wilkes must be somehow involved in Thorpe’s death; suspects Wilkes’ 

fingertips is on the location of Moldovan’s death 
• finds out that Wilkes and ambassador Keynes are beneficiaries from Thorpe’s death 

 

Lester Collins  
• Vlad enters Collins when he leaves Wilkes; 

Collins kills Wilkes 

Marjorie Watts 
• Stanley’s secretary and 

former lover 
 

 

Karel Ricek 
• resistance fighter in Romania; part of the 

rebels who are fighting the Nazi’s 
• Maria’s father is hiding him 
• leading John Sykpes (sent by Wilkes) to 

assassinate Heyzig 
• he wants to find the monster (strigoi) that 

can control humans 

Maria Mirceanu 
• Romanian resistance 

fighter against the Third 
Reich 

• works closely with 
Karel 

 

 

Rudolf Heyzig 
• member of the Nazi party, SS officer, head of Nazi intelligence for Eastern Europe 
• head of the Legion program, dr. Zeiff’s boss  
• Legion project ultimate goal to prevent the extermination of the Jews, instead use them as 

perfectly controlled soldiers  
• knows that Canaris works through Herman against him  
• organizes Herman’s assassination attempt, in which only Herman’s male lover gets killed 
• when Sykes (Vlad) comes to kill him, he tells him that Radu is in Ana 
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Dr. Zeiff 
• research director for the Legion project 
• Heyzig asks him to show to Herman only those documents that are favorable to the Legion 

project; he admits this to Herman since Herman threatens Zeiff with his family 
• being tortured by Heyzig’s people after he founds out Zeiff gave project’s documents to 

Herman 

 

Walter Schroeder 
• Heyzig’s assistant  
• after Heyzig is assassinated, helps Hermann’s investigation into it, but doubts Hermann 

was involved with it  
• after Sykes Radu possesses his body  

 

Herman von Kleist / Herman Wegner / Trinity 
• double agent; member of the Abwehr, the Wehrmacht's secret service 
• also works under Trinity alias, when working with the Allied intelligence 
• admiral Canaris sent him to assess Heyzig’s Legion project and determine its fate 
• together with Canaris, as both want to overthrow the Nazis, decides to present to Hitler a 

conclusion that Legion project goes against the purity of the blood (Aryan race); Hitler 
accepted this conclusion 

• has a male lover (Jurgen) ans is also is involved in operation Valkyrie 
• later sent to investigate Heyzig’s murder 

 

Ana Anslea 
• as a small child was very ill, so her mother used an ancient spell to save her and invited Radu 

to help her; Radu came into her body 
• Ana has the ability to transfer her consciousness to another living being simply by transfusing 

some of her blood into them, in that way she controls them through collective consciousness  
• Nazis are planning to use her as a weapon through the Legion project 

 

John Sykes 
• colonel (Special Operations Executive) under the command of Allied intelligence 
• leads a group of resistance fighters into Bucharest to assassinate Rudolf Heyzig 
• members of this group: lieutenant William Hayden, corporal Tod Cole, special field agent Emile 

Petrescu & Paul Illie 
• through Wilkes, Vlad is now in parallel in Sykes too, and his mission is to find Radu  

 

Admiral Canaris 
• head of the Abwehr - German military intelligence organization 
• also an active member of the German Resistance; thinks communism is greater threat than 

Nazism, but also aware that the Allies will soon overpower the Nazis 
• through operation Valkyrie wants to prevent the loss of the war 
• wanted to assassinate Hitler and offer peace offer to the Allies, so they could all go to war 

against Soviet Union together  
• through the double agent Trinity in touch with allied intelligence 
• he also knew Thorpe for decades, through Thorpe he offered operation Valkyrie to the Allies; 

Allies refused this when they found out about concentration camps 
Radu 
• the younger brother of Vlad Țepeș 
• calls their race The Children of the Night; wants them to rule the world once more 
• resides in the body of Ana Anslea 
• contacts the Germans on his own initiative; the reason why he and Vlad fight 
• in order to save her, her father Roman offers his body to Radu, which Radu accepts 
Historically:  

o Became a commander of the Ottoman infantry units; marched against Wallachia and his brother, so Vlad 
retreated to Transylvania. 

o His converting to Islam is yet unattested and disputed. 
Vlad Țepeș (Dracula) 
• trying to find Radu because he disclosed their race to the people  
• probably went to the UK through Moldovan, to offer cooperation with the Allies, against the Nazis (Radu) 
• occupies bodies (in the UK and Romania): 

o Douglas Victor Thorpe, Peter Wilkes, Lester Collins 
o John Sykes, Schroeder, Maria Mirceanu 

Historically:  
o Broke into Ottoman territory, massacring Turks and Bulgarians. 
o Sultan Mehmed II launched a campaign against Wallachia to replace Vlad with Radu. 
o Radu chased Vlad to his castle north of Curtea de Argeș and, finally, out of the Romania itself, which was 

incorporated under Ottoman control. 
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